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Abstract 
For solid-liquid chemical reactions, the mass transfer in a concentration boundary 

layer formed near the solid-liquid interface is often the rate-determining step. The mass 
transfer in it depends on diffusion and convection. The former positively relates to the 
diffusion coefficient and the concentration gradient. The diffusion coefficient control is 
difficult because it is one of the physical properties. Increasing the concentration gradient 
is an effective way to enhance the mass transfer. Convection increases the concentration 
gradient because it decreases the concentration boundary layer thickness by introducing 
the liquid with the initial concentration from the bulk region to the adjacent region of the 
solid-liquid interface. Therefore, a flow excitation in the bulk region has been used as 
traditional methods to enhance the mass transfer. 

By exciting the flow in the bulk region, a velocity boundary layer forms near the solid-
liquid interface because the velocity at the solid-liquid interface should be 0. The 
concentration boundary layer is usually thinner than the velocity boundary layer. The flow 
in the concentration boundary layer must be weak and it reduces the efficiency of 
enhancing the mass transfer. Thus, a strong force imposition in the bulk region is required. 
This degrades product qualities. The involvement of slags into a liquid metal in a refining 
process of the metallurgical industry and the void formation in the deposition layer in an 
electroplating process of the surface treatment industry due to the strong force imposition 
have been reported. 

A new method was proposed to avoid these problems, which directly excited the flow 
in the concentration boundary layer by imposing an electromagnetic force. Because the 
force is induced by superimposing an electrical current and a magnetic field, this method 
is a powerful candidate for enhancing the mass transfer in industrial processes, such as 
the refining process in the metallurgical industry and the electroplating process in the 
surface treatment industry.  

This dissertation discusses the concentration boundary layer development by adopting 
the newly proposed method. The outline of this dissertation is as follows: 

Chapter 1 gives the general introduction of this dissertation, including traditional 
methods of the solid-liquid chemical reaction enhancement, and the objectives of this 
dissertation. The objectives include: (1) To study the concentration boundary layer 
development in a plane above the whole solid-liquid interface under the electromagnetic 
force imposition; (2) To study the mechanism of the time-varying electromagnetic force 
imposition on suppressing the concentration boundary layer development; (3) To 
optimize the condition of the solid-liquid chemical reaction enhancement by controlling 
the operating parameters of the electromagnetic force. 
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The objective of chapter 2 is to investigate the concentration boundary layer 
development in a plane above the whole solid-liquid interface by evaluating the time-
variation of the solute concentration. The concentration boundary layer was formed by 
dissolving a Cu anodic into a Cu2+ aqueous solution. The brightness of the liquid solution 
near the anode surface was recorded by a camera, and the Cu2+ concentration was 
evaluated by using the measured brightness based on the Lambert-Beer’s law. The flow 
pattern was observed by using the tracer particles, and Cu2+ concentration time variation 
under the electromagnetic force imposition was discussed based on the observed flow 
pattern. By imposing only the current, the Cu2+ concentration increased with time, which 
indicates the development of the concentration boundary layer. By imposing the 
electromagnetic force without the time-varying component, the increase of the Cu2+ 
concentration was suppressed, because of the excitation of a macro-scale flow in the 
whole vessel. However, high Cu2+ concentration was observed near the side parts of the 
solid-liquid interface because of the formation of stagnant zones near the side parts. This 
means that flow development near the solid-liquid interface depends on the shape of the 
solid-liquid interface. Consequently, the electromagnetic force imposition could not 
suppress the concentration boundary layer development in some regions near the solid-
liquid interface. In addition, the concentration boundary layer development was further 
suppressed by imposing the time-varying electromagnetic force, and the Cu2+ 

concentration uniformly distributed in the measurement plane. The reasons were the 
enhancement of the macro-scale flow development and the excitation of a micro-scale 
flow near the anode surface. The micro-scale flow introduces liquid with initial Cu2+ 
concentration from the bulk region to the side parts of the anode surface and decreases 
the stagnant zone near the side parts. 

The objectives of chapter 3 are to investigate the mechanism of the time-varying 
electromagnetic force imposition on suppressing the concentration boundary layer 
development by studying the reason for the micro-scale flow excitation, and to optimize 
the condition of the solid-liquid chemical reaction enhancement by controlling the 
amplitude or the frequency of the time-varying electromagnetic force. The reason for the 
micro-scale flow excitation was considered as the non-uniform electromagnetic force 
distribution near the anode surface caused by the non-uniform Cu2+ concentration 
distribution and the positive relationship between the Cu2+ concentration and the electrical 
conductivity. By imposing the time-varying electromagnetic force, the micro-scale flow 
development was enhanced compared to that by imposing the electromagnetic force 
without the time-varying component. The possible reason was considered as the 
enhancement of the non-uniform Cu2+ concentration distribution. Decreasing the time-
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varying electromagnetic force frequency or increasing the time-varying electromagnetic 
force amplitude further enhanced the micro-scale flow development. Because the liquid 
with initial Cu2+ concentration flowed from the bulk region to the vicinity of the anode 
surface due to the micro-scale flow, the further enhancement of the micro-scale flow 
development contributes to further enhancing the solid-liquid chemical reaction. 

Chapter 4 is the general conclusions of this dissertation. 
Overall, the results of this dissertation prove that the imposition of the time-varying 

electromagnetic force is a promising way to enhance the solid-liquid chemical reaction. 
Compared to that by imposing the electromagnetic force without the time-varying 
component, the flow development is enhanced in both the macro-scale and the micro-
scale. In addition, the flow can be controlled by controlling operating parameters. 
Therefore, the control of concentration boundary layer development by controlling 
operating parameters of the time-varying electromagnetic force is expected. 
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Chapter 1 General Introduction 
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1.1 Rate determining step of solid-liquid chemical reaction 

The enhancement of the solid-liquid chemical reaction is important to promote energy 

and time saving. A solid-liquid chemical reaction system consists of the following steps 

[1-1]: (1) Diffusion of liquid reactants to the vicinity of the solid surface, (2) adsorption of 

the liquid reactants at the solid surface, (3) chemical reaction of the liquid reactants with 

the solid surface and (4) diffusion of the reaction products away from the reaction surface. 

If any one of the above steps is much slower than the others, that step becomes the rate-

determining step. In other words, the rate-determining step for a solid-liquid chemical 

reaction in industrial processes is the chemical reaction rate or the mass transfer in a 

concentration boundary layer formed near the solid-liquid interface due to chemical 

species motion. For industrial processes with high solid-liquid chemical reaction 

temperatures, the chemical reaction rate increases with temperature, and mass transfer is 

often the rate-determining step, like a refining process in the metallurgical industry [1-2]. 

On the other hand, for industrial processes with a room chemical reaction temperature, 

the reactant supply by mass transfer is often the rate-determining step. For instance, an 

electroplating process in the surface treatment industry [1-3, 1-4]. The reactant concentration 

profile in the liquid phase near the solid-liquid interface is shown in Fig. 1.1 [1-1, 1-6]. Here, 

cb is the reactant concentration in bulk liquid, cl indicates the reactant concentration in the 
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concentration boundary layer, cs is the reactant concentration at the solid surface, and y1 

indicates the concentration boundary layer thickness. 

 

 

Fig. 1.1 Schematic diagram of reactant concentration profile near solid-liquid interface [1-1,1-

6]. 

1.2 Traditional methods for solid-liquid chemical reaction enhancement 

As mentioned in section 1.1, the mass transfer in the concentration boundary layer 

formed near the solid-liquid interface is often the rate-determining step for solid-liquid 

chemical reactions. The mass transfer in it depends on diffusion and convection [1-1,1-4,1-

6]. The former one is described by Fick’s first law [1-7]. Its intensity depends on the 

diffusion coefficient and the concentration gradient. However, the diffusion coefficient 

control is difficult because it is one of the physical properties. Therefore, increasing the 

concentration gradient near the solid-liquid interface is effective for enhancing the solid-

liquid chemical reaction. Because the convection contributes to decreasing the 
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concentration boundary layer thickness by inducing the liquid with initial concentration 

from the bulk region to the adjacent region of the solid-liquid interface, it increases the 

concentration gradient near the solid-liquid interface. Thus, the force imposition in the 

bulk region for the excitation of flow has been used for enhancing solid-liquid chemical 

reactions [1-1,1-9 – 1-11].  

1.2.1 Mechanical agitation method 

The mechanical agitation method has been used in the refining process for the 

metallurgical industry and the electroplating process for the surface treatment industry as 

shown in Fig. 1.2 [1-12, 1-13]. By rotating the impeller in the bulk region of the liquid, a flow 

in the bulk region is excited. 
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Fig. 1.2 Schematic diagrams of mechanical agitation method in (a) high-temperature 

process [1-12] and (b) electroplating process [1-13]. 

 

  Song et.al investigated the effect of the mechanical agitation on the mass transfer 

by dissolving solid sodium thiosulphate into a starch-iodine aqueous solution at the room 

temperature [1-14]. They found that the mechanical agitation method enhanced the mass 

transfer because of the flow excitation. Kato et.al numerically simulated the flow pattern 

and the mass transfer under the imposition of the mechanical agitation in a high-

temperature refining process [1-15]. They found that by increasing the impeller rotation 

speed, the region with high kinetic energy was enlarged. This further enhanced the mass 
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transfer. Similar results have also been found in the electroplating process at the room 

temperature [1-13]. These results indicate that the mechanical agitation method enhances 

the mass transfer. However, the pollution of the liquid phase caused by the wear or 

corrosion of the impeller is one of the problems of this method, which might degrade the 

quality of the products. 

1.2.2 Gas injection method 

The gas injection method is another method for the enhancement of the solid-liquid 

chemical reaction. This method is commonly used in the refining process of the steel-

making industry [1-16]. In this method, a nozzle is set at the top or bottom of the vessel. 

The former is called the top blowing and the latter is named the bottom gas injection, as 

shown in Fig. 1.3. Gases such as argon, nitrogen, and oxygen are usually used for injection. 

By injecting the gas, bubbles are successively generated at the nozzle exit and move 

upward through the effect of the buoyancy force. By this means, flow can be excited in 

the bulk region of the liquid. It has been found that by this method, the mass transfer can 

be enhanced because of the flow excitation [1-17 - 1-21]. However, the pollution of the liquid 

due to the corrosion of the nozzle and the splashing of the liquid from the bulk due to the 

rising of the bubbles are the problems of this method needed to be solved [1-22]. 
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Fig. 1.3 Schematic diagrams of (a) top and (b) bottom gas injections [1-16]. 

 

1.2.3 Problems of traditional methods 

By imposing the flow in the bulk region, a velocity boundary layer formed near the 

solid-liquid interface because the velocity of the liquid at the solid-liquid interface should 

be 0. The relative thickness between the velocity boundary layer and the concentration 

boundary layer is a function of the Schmidt number defined by the Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) [1-

8].  

 𝑆𝑐 =
𝜈
𝐷 (1.1) 

 
𝛿!
𝛿"
= 𝑆𝑐#

$
% (1.2) 

Here D is the diffusion coefficient,	 𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity, 𝛿! is the concentration 
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boundary layer thickness and 𝛿" is the velocity boundary layer thickness. 

 

 

Fig. 1.4 Schematic diagram of concentration boundary layer, velocity boundary layer, and 

concentration and velocity distributions in vertical direction from solid surface. 

 

Because the Schmidt number is usually in the order of more than 100 for liquids [1-6], 

the concentration boundary layer is in the inner part of the velocity boundary layer, as 

shown in Fig. 1.4. The weak flow in the concentration boundary layer must reduce the 

efficiency on decreasing the concentration boundary layer thickness in the traditional 

methods. Thus, a strong force imposition in the bulk liquid is required [1-1]. The strong 

force imposition degrades product qualities at the same time. The involvement of slags 

into a liquid metal in the refining process and large voids formation in the deposition layer 

fin the electroplating process have been reported [1-9, 1-13, 1-23].  

1.3 Objective of this research 
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The principle and problems of the traditional methods have been introduced in section 

1.2. The flow excitation in the bulk liquid does not effectively enhance the mass transfer. 

And a direct flow excitation in the concentration boundary layer is required. Based on 

this concept, a new method of exciting flow in the concentration boundary layer by 

imposing an electromagnetic force was proposed [1-1, 1-9, 1-23]. The electromagnetic force 

has been widely applied in industrial processes due to its’ cleanliness and high 

controllability [1-24 – 1-32]. Because the flow is directly excited in the concentration 

boundary layer without physical contact, the problems in the traditional methods can be 

avoided. Based on this reason, the proposed method is a powerful candidate for enhancing 

the mass transfer in industrial processes such as the electroplating process in the surface 

treatment industry and the refining process in the metallurgical industry. For the 

electroplating process with current imposition, the excitation of the electromagnetic force 

by imposing the magnetic field is expected. On the other hand, the magnetic field and 

current have been widely used in high-temperature processes [1-33]. For instance, the 

magnetic field imposition in the continuous casting process and the current imposition in 

an electric arc furnace. Therefore, the adoption of the proposed method in the refining 

process of the metallurgical industry is also expected. In addition, because the 

electromagnetic force can be controlled by controlling the electrical current and the 
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magnetic field, the control of mass transfer is expected. The principle and merits of the 

proposed methods are shown in Fig. 1.5. 

 

 

Fig. 1.5 Principle and merit of newly proposed method [1-2, 1-34, 1-35]. 

 

Till now, the main method for evaluating the mass transfer intensity was the 

calculation of the mass transfer coefficient or the measurement of the current density 

under a constant voltage imposition [1-36 – 1-39]. Direct observations of the flow in the 

concentration boundary layer and the concentration boundary layer development are 
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required. Based on this concept, the experimental works in this dissertation were 

conducted by using a visualizable Cu2+ aqueous solution model. Because of the inverse 

relationship between the Cu2+ concentration and the Cu2+ aqueous solution brightness 

according to the Lambert-Beer’s law [1-40, 1-41], the development of the concentration 

boundary layer can be evaluated by measuring the liquid brightness near the solid-liquid 

interface.  

Regarding the proposed method, Yokota et.al evaluated the concentration boundary 

layer development under the imposition of a direct current (DC current), the 

superimposition of a magnetic field with the DC current or a modulated current composed 

of the DC current and an alternating current (AC current) [1-40]. By superimposing the 

magnetic field with the DC current or the modulated current, an electromagnetic force 

without or with a time-varying component was excited. They found that the development 

of the concentration boundary layer was suppressed under the imposition of the 

electromagnetic force without the time-varying component compared to that with only 

the DC current imposition at a point above the solid-liquid interface. And by imposing 

the time-varying electromagnetic force, the concentration boundary layer development 

was further suppressed at the same position. However, because the solid-liquid interface 

in industrial processes is usually a plane, the result evaluated at one point is not enough 
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to optimize the condition for enhancing the solid-liquid chemical reaction, and the 

clarification of whether the concentration boundary layer development could be 

suppressed or not in a plane above the whole solid-liquid interface is required. Therefore, 

the objectives of this research were:  

(1) To study the concentration boundary layer development in a plane above the 

whole solid-liquid interface under the imposition of the electromagnetic force. 

(2) To study the mechanism of the time-varying electromagnetic force imposition on 

suppressing the concentration boundary layer development. 

(3) To optimize the condition of the solid-liquid chemical reaction enhancement by 

controlling the operating parameters of the electromagnetic force. 

1.4 Structure and contents of this dissertation 

This dissertation includes the following chapters: 

Chapter 1 introduces the principle of enhancing solid-liquid chemical reactions. The 

mass transfer is often the rate-determining step for solid-liquid chemical reactions, such 

as a refining process in the metallurgical industry and an electroplating process in the 

surface treatment process. To enhance the solid-liquid chemical reaction, the decrease of 

the concentration boundary layer thickness is an effective method. Therefore, traditional 

methods excite a flow in the bulk region of the liquid. However, because the concentration 
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boundary layer is thinner than the velocity boundary layer, flow in the concentration 

boundary layer is limited in traditional methods. This means that the traditional methods 

have limitation on enhancing mass transfer, and a strong agitation in the bulk liquid is 

required. This degrades the product quality. A new method was proposed to avoid these 

problems, which directly excited the flow in the concentration boundary layer by 

imposing an electromagnetic force. The principle and merits of the proposed method were 

described in this chapter. The results of the previous research regarding the proposed 

method were also introduced in this chapter. The objectives of this dissertation were 

introduced. 

Chapter 2 aims to study the concentration boundary layer development in a plane above 

the whole solid-liquid interface by evaluating the time variation of the solute 

concentration under the imposition of a DC current or an electromagnetic force without 

or with a time-varying component. The electromagnetic force without or with the time-

varying component was excited by superimposing a gradient magnetic field with a DC 

current or a modulated current composed of the DC current and an AC current, 

respectively. By imposing the DC current, the solute concentration increased with time, 

because of the dissolution of the solid into the liquid. In addition, the non-uniform solute 

concentration distribution with higher solute concentration near the side parts than that 
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near the middle part was observed, because of the current concentration near the side parts. 

By imposing the electromagnetic force without the time-varying component, the increase 

of the solute concentration was suppressed. This means that the concentration boundary 

layer development was suppressed, because of the excitation of a macro-scale flow in the 

whole vessel. The high solute concentration was observed near the side parts of the solid-

liquid interface. This was because of the formation of stagnant zones near the side parts 

caused by the non-uniform electromagnetic force distribution. In addition, the 

concentration boundary layer development was further suppressed by imposing the time-

varying electromagnetic force, and the solute concentration was uniformly distributed in 

the measurement plane. These were because of the enhancement of the macro-scale flow 

development and the excitation of a micro-scale flow near the solid-liquid interface.  

Chapter 3 aims to investigate the mechanism of the time-varying electromagnetic force 

imposition on suppressing the concentration boundary layer development by studying the 

reason for the micro-scale flow excitation, and to optimize the condition of the solid-

liquid chemical reaction enhancement by controlling the operating parameters. The DC 

current or the modulated current was superimposed with a uniform magnetic field. By 

this means, the macro-scale flow excitation in the whole vessel was suppressed, and only 

the micro-scale flow was excited in the vicinity of the solid-liquid interface. The non-
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uniform distributed electromagnetic force and friction of side walls resulted in a higher 

solute concentration around the center than that close to the side walls in the front-to-back 

direction near one side part of the solid-liquid interface. Because of the positive 

relationship between the solute concentration and the electrical conductivity, the current 

concentration took place around the center. Therefore, the electromagnetic force 

component parallel to the solid-liquid interface around the center was larger than that 

close to the side walls. This force difference was the driving force for the micro-scale 

flow excitation. By imposing the time-varying electromagnetic force, the driving force 

for the micro-scale flow excitation was enhanced compared to that by imposing the 

electromagnetic force without the time-varying component. The decrease of the time-

varying electromagnetic force frequency or the increase of its amplitude further enhanced 

the micro-scale flow excitation. 

Chapter 4 summarized the results of this dissertation.  
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Chapter 2 Concentration Boundary Layer 

Development under Time-Varying Electromagnetic 

Force Imposition 
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2.1 Introduction 

For solid-liquid chemical reactions, mass transfer is often the rate-determining step [2-

1, 2-2]. For instance, a refining process in the metallurgical industry and an electroplating 

process in the surface treatment industry. The mass transfer depends on diffusion and 

convection. The former is described by the Fick’s first law, and its intensity depends on 

the diffusion coefficient and the concentration gradient. The diffusion coefficient control 

is difficult because it is one of the physical properties. Therefore, increasing the 

concentration gradient near the solid-liquid interface is effective to enhance mass transfer. 

Because convection decreases the concentration boundary layer thickness by introducing 

the liquid with initial concentration from the bulk region to the adjacent region of the 

solid-liquid interface, it increases the concentration gradient near the solid-liquid 

interface [2-3, 2-4]. Thus, a flow excitation in the bulk region has been used as the traditional 

method to enhance mass transfer [2-5 – 2-9]. 

By exciting the flow in the bulk region, a velocity boundary layer forms near the 

solid-liquid interface [2-10, 2-11]. Its relative thickness to the concentration boundary layer 

is a function of the Schmidt number [2-12]. Because the Schmidt number is much larger 

than unity for liquids, the concentration boundary layer exists in the velocity boundary 

layer. The weak flow in the concentration boundary layer indicates that the efficiency of 
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decreasing the concentration boundary layer thickness in the traditional method is limited, 

and a strong convection in the bulk liquid is required for the mass transfer enhancement. 

This also results in the degradation of product qualities at the same time. The involvement 

of slags into a liquid metal for the refining process in metallurgy and the formation of 

large voids in the deposition layer for the electroplating process have been reported [2-13, 

2-14]. Therefore, flow excitation in the bulk liquid does not effectively enhance the mass 

transfer. A direct flow excitation in the concentration boundary layer is required for the 

concentration boundary layer thickness decrease. Based on this concept, a new method 

was proposed, which imposed a force directly near the solid-liquid interface by imposing 

an electrical current and a magnetic field simultaneously [2-13]. By this way, flow can be 

directly excited in the concentration boundary layer, and the decrease of concentration 

boundary layer thickness and the enhancement of mass transfer are expected. 

Since the flow is excited by superimposing the electrical current and the magnetic 

field, this method is expected to be applied to processes treating a conductive liquid, like 

a metal refining process and the electroplating process [2-15 – 2-18]. Furthermore, because 

the force can be controlled by controlling the current and the magnetic field, flow control 

in the concentration boundary layer is expected [2-19 – 2-21]. 

In the previous study [2-13], Yokota et.al evaluated a Cu2+ concentration boundary layer 
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development by dissolving a Cu anodic electrode into a Cu2+ electrolyte aqueous solution 

just above the middle part of the anode surface. An electromagnetic force, without or with 

a time-varying component was excited by superimposing a DC current and a gradient 

magnetic field without or with an AC current. The results found that by imposing the 

electromagnetic force without the time-varying component, the concentration boundary 

layer development was suppressed compared to that with only the current imposition. 

And by imposing the time-varying electromagnetic force, the concentration boundary 

layer development was further suppressed. However, because the solid-liquid interface in 

industrial processes is usually a plane, the result evaluated at one point is not enough to 

optimize the condition for enhancing the solid-liquid chemical reaction, and the 

clarification of whether the concentration boundary layer development could be 

suppressed or not in a plane above the whole anode interface is required. To investigate 

this, similar experimental conditions to the previous research were adopted. That is, the 

electromagnetic force without or with the time-varying component was excited by 

imposing the gradient magnetic field and the DC current without or with an AC current. 

In this study, the concentration boundary layer development in a plane above the whole 

anode interface is required was evaluated, and the liquid flow pattern was observed to 

clarify the mechanism of the change in concentration boundary layer development by 
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imposing the electromagnetic force with or without the time-varying component.                                                                               

2.2 Experimental method 

Figure 2.1(a) indicates the longitudinal cross-section of the experimental apparatus. 

A transparent acrylic vessel with a 20 mm inner length, 4 mm inner depth and 10 mm 

height was filled with 0.3 mol/L CuSO4+ 0.1 mol/L H2SO4 aqueous solution. Two parallel 

Cu electrodes were set in the upper and lower parts of the vessel. The upper one was 

cathode and the lower one was anode. The left and right sides of the lower Cu electrode 

were covered by 5 mm length insulators with a height of 180 μm. The coordinate system 

in this investigation was also defined in Fig. 2.1. The center of the anode surface in the 

horizontal direction was set as the axis origin, and the horizontal, vertical and 

anteroposterior directions were indicated as the x-axis. y-axis, and z-axis respectively. Fig. 

2.1(b) shows the side view of the relative position between the vessel and the 

electromagnet. The vessel was set between the north pole (N pole) and the south pole (S 

pole) of an electromagnet. The distance between the center of the vessel in the z-direction 

and each pole was 75 mm. The N pole and the S pole were on the back side and the front 

side of the vessel, respectively. 
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Fig. 2.1 (a) Longitudinal cross-section of experimental apparatus and (b) side view of 

relative position between vessel and electromagnet. 

 

The three experimental conditions are listed in Table 2.1 with their abbreviations. 

The two current conditions were adapted. One was a 15 mA DC current, and the other 

was a modulate current composed of a 15 mA DC current and a 2 Hz, 30 mAp-p AC 

current, with the maximum and minimum intensities of 30 mA and 0 mA respectively. 

These current conditions were the same to that adopted in the previous research [2-13]. The 

average current intensities of these two conditions were 15 mA, and the average current 

densities were 375 A/m2 near the anode surface. In industrial applications, the current 

densities are usually in the range of 100-300 A/m2 [2-22]. Because the liquid motion in this 

study was observed by using polystyrene tracer particles, as will be mentioned later, the 

particle motion caused by the density difference between the aqueous solution and the 
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tracer particles might lead to the experimental error if the time for flow excitation is long. 

To accelerate the flow excitation, the current density adopted in this study was larger than 

that in the industrial application. Only the 15 mA DC current was imposed under the “DC 

condition”, while a static horizontal gradient magnetic field perpendicular to the current 

direction as shown in Fig. 2.1 was superimposed with the DC current or the modulated 

current composed of the DC current and an AC current. Because the magnetic field 

intensity adopted in industrial applications is usually around 0.3 T, like in a continuous 

casting process of the steel-making industry [2-23], the magnetic field intensities near the 

anode and the cathode in this study were chosen around 0.3 T, with their intensities near 

the anode and near the cathodes were 0.26 T and 0.24 T, respectively. The experimental 

condition with superimposing the gradient magnetic field with the DC current or the 

modulated current was called the “DC+MF condition” or the “DC+AC+MF condition”, 

respectively. Thus, the electromagnetic force without or with a time-varying component 

acted on the solution in the positive x-direction under the DC+MF condition and the 

DC+AC+MF condition, respectively. Because the intensity of the magnetic field near the 

anode was stronger than that near the cathode, the excitation of a counterclockwise 

circulating macro-scale flow is expected under the DC+MF and the DC+AC+MF 

conditions. 
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Table 2.1 Experimental conditions 

 
Experimental 

condition 

DC 
current 

intensity 
(mA) 

AC 
current 

intensity 
(mAp-p) 

Magnetic 
field 

intensity 
near anode 

(T) 

Magnetic 
field 

intensity 
near 

cathode 
(T) 

Force 
condition 

1 
DC 

condition 
15 0 0 0 no force 

2 
DC+MF 
condition 

15 0 0.26 0.24 
without time-

varying 
component 

3 
DC+AC+MF 

condition 
15 30 0.26 0.24 

time-varying 
force 

 

By imposing the electrical current, a Cu2+ concentration boundary layer forms near the 

solid-liquid interface since the solid Cu anode dissolves as Cu2+ into the aqueous solution. 

Based on the Lambert-Beer’s law, the brightness of the aqueous solution used in this 

investigation depends on the Cu2+ concentration. Therefore, the Cu2+ concentration can 

be evaluated by measuring the liquid brightness based on the following equation [2-24, 2-

25].  

 
𝑐 =

log$& +
𝐼$
𝐼'
-

−ϵ𝑙 + 𝐴 (2.1) 

where A is a constant, c is the Cu2+ concentration, I1 is the brightness of objective liquid, 

I2 is the brightness of a standard liquid, l is the light passing length in the absorbing 
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medium, and ϵ is the extinction coefficient, respectively. 

By using this relation, the Cu2+ concentration was evaluated 200 μm above the anode 

(y=200 μm). A flat light source was set at the back of the vessel for uniform light incident. 

To exclude the error caused by the natural light, the experiments were conducted in a dark 

curtain. The brightness of the aqueous solution was recorded by a video recorder from the 

front side of the vessel with a frame rate of 50 frames per second and a pixel size of 40 

μm×40 μm. Two prisms were set in the front side and the back side of the vessel. By this 

means, the concentration boundary layer development can be recorded from the front side 

of the vessel. However, by using the prisms, the recorded vessel was the reversal of the 

actual vessel in the horizontal direction. Because the vessel shape was symmetric, vessel 

reversal might not result in the experimental error on the concentration boundary layer 

development observation. The setup of the boundary layer observation system is shown 

in Fig. 2.2. 
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Fig. 2.2 Top view of concentration boundary layer development and liquid flow pattern 

observation systems. 

 

The liquid velocity was evaluated by using polystyrene tracer particles with a diameter 

of 80 μm. The x-direction velocity was evaluated in the vertical y range of 160-240 μm. 

For the expression convenience, the measurement range is expressed as the vertical 

position of y=200 μm, which is the average vertical position of the vertical range. The y-

direction motion of the tracer particle caused by the density difference between the tracer 

particle and the aqueous solution resulted in the falling down of the tracer particles, which 

displaced the tracer particles away from the measurement range and led to the 
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experimental error. The terminal velocity u of the tracer particles caused by the density 

difference can be calculated by the following equation [2-26, 2-27]: 

 𝑢 =
𝑑'∆𝜌𝑔
18𝜂 	 (2.2) 

where d is the diameter of the tracer particle, g is the gravitational acceleration, ∆𝜌 is 

the density difference between the liquid and the tracer particle and 𝜂  is the liquid 

viscosity, respectively. 

Because the terminal velocity was calculated as 31 μm/s, the particle displacement time 

from the measurement range length of 80 μm was 2.6 seconds. Thus, the particle motion 

measuring time was less than 2.6 s in this experiment to avoid the particle displacement 

from the measurement range. The relative position between the light source, video 

recorder and the vessel were the same with that shown in Fig. 2.2. 

2.3 Experimental results and discussions 

2.3.1 Cu2+ concentration distribution  

Time dependence of the Cu2+ concentration distributions at the y position of 200 μm 

under the DC condition, the DC+MF condition, and the DC+AC+MF condition are 

shown in Fig. 2.3. The initial concentration distributions show deviation around the initial 

value of 0.3 mol/L, which was caused by the light reflection on the uneven anode surface, 

though the flat light source was used in this experiment. However, the spatial distribution 
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and time dependence of the Cu2+ concentration can be evaluated because the deviation 

was small. 

 

 

Fig. 2.3 Time-dependence of Cu2+ concentration at 200 μm above anode under (a) DC 

condition, (b) DC+MF condition and (c) DC+AC+MF condition. 

 

An asymmetric Cu2+ concentration distribution was observed under the DC condition. 

As shown in Fig. 2.3(a), near the middle part of the anode, where marked by the solid 

square, the Cu2+ concentration was lower than that near the side parts of the anode. This 
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is caused by the current concentration near the side parts due to the length difference 

between the anode and the cathode [28]. Furthermore, as electrical conductivity of the 

aqueous solution has positive relation with the Cu2+ concentration [2-29, 2-30], the higher 

Cu2+ concentration near the side parts of the anode further enhanced the current 

concentration in these regions at the same time. Therefore, the Cu2+ concentration 

difference between near the side parts and near the middle part increased with time. 

The uniform distribution of the Cu2+ concentration in the range of around -2 mm<x<2 

mm near the middle part of the anode suggests that the uniform electrical current flowed 

perpendicular to the anode. In this x range, the Cu2+ concentrations at 0 s and 20 s were 

almost the same, whereas it increased obviously at 40 s and 60 s. This indicates that the 

Cu2+ diffusion distance at 20 s was less than 200 μm while it was close to 200 μm at 40 s 

and 60 s. On the other hand, the diffusion distance 𝑦 can be estimated by the following 

equation in the case of one-dimensional diffusion phenomenon [2-31]: 

 𝑦~=𝐷 ∙ 𝑡(	 (2.3) 

where D is diffusion coefficient and tD is diffusion time, respectively.  

Because the diffusion coefficient of Cu2+ ion in a 0.3 mol/L Cu2+ aqueous solution is 

about 5.5×10-10 m2/s [2-32], the diffusion distance calculated using Eq. 2.3 is about 105 μm 

at 20 s, about 148 μm at 40 s and about 182 μm at 60 s. Thus, the observed results near 
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the middle part of the anode are in accordance with the theoretical evaluation results.  

Figure 2.3(b) indicates the time dependence of the Cu2+ concentration distribution 

under the DC+MF condition. The asymmetrical Cu2+ concentration distribution with 

higher Cu2+ concentration near the side parts of the anode surface was observed, as 

marked by the solid square and the dashed square near the left and right parts respectively. 

The Cu2+ concentration obviously increased with time near the left part of the anode 

surface as marked by the solid square. In addition, a relative uniform Cu2+ concentration 

distribution was observed near the middle part of the anode surface. 

Figure 2.3(c) shows the time dependence of the Cu2+ concentration distribution under 

the DC+AC+MF condition. Compared with that under the DC+MF condition, the Cu2+ 

concentration distributed more uniformly, and the increase of the Cu2+ concentration was 

suppressed. In addition, higher Cu2+ concentration near the side parts of the anode surface 

was not observed. 
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Fig. 2.4 (a) Average Cu2+ concentration and (b) standard deviation of Cu2+ concentration 

distribution at 200 μm above anode. 

 

Figure 2.4(a) shows the average Cu2+ concentration calculation results at the y 

position of 200 μm under the DC condition, the DC+MF condition, and the DC+AC+MF 

condition. The Cu2+ concentration increased with time under the DC condition, because 

the dissolved Cu2+ from the anode gradually diffused towards the positive y direction. The 

average concentration under the DC+MF condition was suppressed compared to that 

under the DC condition. This means that the development of the concentration boundary 

layer in the whole vicinity of the anode surface was suppressed by imposing the static 

electromagnetic force compared to that without the force imposition. In contrast, no 

obvious increase of the average Cu2+ concentration with time was observed under the 

DC+AC+MF condition. Compared with that under the DC+MF condition, the average 

Cu2+ concentration was further suppressed. This indicates a further suppression of the 
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concentration boundary layer development by imposing the time-varying electromagnetic 

force. Compared to the previous study [2-13], it was found that the suppression of the 

concentration boundary layer development by imposing the electromagnetic force 

without the time-varying force and its further suppression by imposing the time-varying 

electromagnetic force took place not only just above the center of the anode surface but 

also in the whole adjacent region of the anode surface. 

The Cu2+ concentration distribution uniformity was evaluated by calculating the Cu2+ 

concentration distribution standard deviation at the y position of 200 μm, and the 

calculation results are shown in Fig. 2.4(b) under the three experimental conditions. Since 

these values under the three experimental conditions were almost the same at 0 s, the light 

reflection on the uneven anode surface did not affect the concentration uniformity 

evaluation results. 

The standard deviation monotonically increased with time under the DC condition 

and the DC+MF condition. This is because the higher Cu2+ concentration near the side 

parts of the anode surface reduced the Cu2+ concentration distribution uniformity with 

time. In contrast, the standard deviation under the DC+AC+MF condition slightly 

decreased at 20 s, because the relatively dark solution by dissolving Cu2+ ion near the 

anode surface suppressed the light reflection caused by the uneven anode surface. Its 
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value was almost constant from 40 s to 60 s, because of the suppression of higher Cu2+ 

concentration near the side parts of the anode surface. In addition, its magnitude was the 

smallest among the three conditions. This means that the most uniform Cu2+ concentration 

distribution in the concentration boundary layer was performed under the time-varying 

electromagnetic force imposition. 

2.3.2 Velocity measurement results 

Figure 2.5 shows the electrical current flow curves and the electromagnetic force 

directions under the DC+MF and the DC+AC+MF conditions. Near the middle part of 

the anode surface, the current flowed perpendicular to the anode surface. However, near 

the left and right parts, the current directions were not perpendicular to the anode surface 

because of the length difference between the anode and the cathode [2-28], as indicated by 

the dashed curves. Therefore, the directions of the excited electromagnetic forces near the 

left, middle and right parts of the anode surface were oblique upward, parallel, and 

oblique downward to the anode surface respectively, as marked by the dashed arrows. 
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Fig. 2.5 Schematic of electrical current flow curves and electromagnetic force directions 

from 0 s to 60 s. 

 

Figure 2.6 shows the liquid flow pattern under the DC+MF condition. A macro-scale 

flow was excited in the whole vessel within a few seconds, and its direction was 

counterclockwise from the front view. This is because of the 0.02 T magnetic field 

intensity difference between near the anode and near the cathode as has been shown in 

Fig. 2.1. Therefore, the liquid with initial 0.3 mol/L Cu2+ concentration flowed from the 

bulk region into the vicinity of the anode surface, and the development of the 

concentration boundary layer was suppressed compared to that under the DC condition 

as shown in Fig. 2.3(a). 
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Fig. 2.6 Liquid flow pattern under DC+MF condition 

 

An asymmetric macro-scale flow pattern was observed in the whole vessel as shown 

in Fig. 2.6, due to the asymmetric electromagnetic force direction distribution as shown 

in Fig. 2.5. Near the middle part of the anode surface, flow direction was parallel to the 

anode surface. This contributes to uniform the Cu2+ concentration distribution. Therefore, 

a relative uniform Cu2+ concentration distribution near the middle part was observed, as 

shown in Fig. 2.3(b). On the other hand, stagnant zones formed near the side parts of the 

anode surface. Noteworthy, the stagnant zone near the left part was larger than that near 

the right part. And the enlargement of the stagnant zone near the left part was observed. 

One of the reasons for the formation of the stagnant zones might be the 180 μm height 
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difference between the insulator and the anode [33]. An additional reason for that near the 

left part of the anode surface is considered as the oblique upward electromagnetic force 

as shown in Fig. 2.5. And near the right part, the upward component of the macro-scale 

flow according to the mass conservation law is supposed to be another reason for the 

formation of the stagnant zone. Because of the formation of the stagnant zones and the 

current concentration near the side parts, higher Cu2+ concentration was observed near 

the side parts as shown in Fig. 2.3(b). Since the electrical conductivity of the aqueous 

solution has positive relation with the Cu2+ concentration, the current concentration near 

the side parts was enhanced. This further enhanced the dissolution of the Cu2+ 

concentration from the left part of the anode. Furthermore, the electromagnetic force near 

the side parts increased. This might result in the enlargement of the stagnant zone near 

the left part, which also enhanced the increase of Cu2+ concentration near the left part. 

Therefore, Cu2+ concentration obviously increased with time near the left part compared 

to that near the middle and right parts, as shown in Fig. 2.3(b). 

Figure 2.7 shows the maximum and minimum velocities at the y position of 200 μm 

under the DC+MF condition, which were evaluated by measuring the maximum and the 

minimum velocities of the tracer particles. Large velocity difference between the 

maximum and minimum velocity was observed. Because the liquid velocity at the side 
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walls of the vessel is 0, the velocity of the particles moving in the center of the vessel was 

larger than that moving close to the front or back walls of the vessel. This means that the 

maximum and the minimum velocities represent the characteristic velocities of the 

macro-scale flow in the center and close to the side walls of the vessel respectively. Thus, 

the minimum velocity was close to 0. On the other hand, the maximum velocity increased 

with time due to the development of the macro-scale flow. Because of the limitation of 

flow close to the side walls, a high Cu2+ concentration increase rate close to the side walls 

of the vessel compared to that in the center part in the z-direction is expected. As the Cu2+ 

concentration distribution evaluation results should be the average Cu2+ concentration in 

z-direction, a higher Cu2+ concentration increase rate close to the side walls of the vessel 

is supposed as a reason for the increase of the Cu2+ concentration under this condition as 

shown in Fig. 2.3(b). 
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Fig. 2.7 Maximum and minimum velocities at y position of 200 μm under DC+MF 

condition. 

 

Figure 2.8 shows the serial change of the liquid flow pattern with time under the 

DC+AC+MF condition. Similar to that under the DC+MF condition, the 

counterclockwise asymmetric macro-scale flow was excited in the whole vessel within a 

few seconds, because of the same average electromagnetic force distributions between 

the DC+MF and the DC+AC+MF conditions. Furthermore, particle motions in the 

positive and negative x-directions were simultaneously observed from about 5 s between 

just above the insulator surface and the left and right parts of the anode surface. This 

indicates that circulating micro-scale flows were excited from about 5 s as shown in Fig. 

2.8(a). These flows were expressed as “anode-insulator micro-scale flows” in this 

research. Besides, the liquid flow pattern changed with time. The liquid flow pattern 
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around 50-60 s is shown in Fig. 2.8(b). The anode-insulator micro-scale flow near the 

right part of the vessel shrank and was only observed above the right side insulator surface. 

However, no obvious shrinkage of the anode-insulator micro-scale flow was observed 

near the left part. In addition, another micro-scale flow was excited just above the right 

part of the anode surface at around 50 s. This flow was expressed as “local micro-scale 

flow” in this research. The excitation of the micro-scale flows indicates that the liquid 

flow pattern changed, and a local flow was excited in the vicinity of the solid-liquid 

interface by imposing the time-varying electromagnetic force compared to that under the 

imposition of the static electromagnetic force. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.8 Liquid flow pattern under DC+AC+MF condition around (a) 5- 50 s and (b) 50- 60 

s. 
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The macro-scale flow contributes to uniform the Cu2+ concentration distribution 

especially near the middle part of the anode surface. On the other hand, because of the 

excitation of the anode-insulator micro-scale flows near the side parts of the anode surface, 

the liquid with initial 0.3 mol/L Cu2+ concentration flowed from just above the left and 

right part of the insulators to the left and right parts of the anode surface. This suppressed 

the increase of the Cu2+ concentration near the side parts and uniformed the Cu2+ 

concentration distribution. Besides, the local micro-scale flow also contributes to uniform 

the Cu2+ concentration distribution by mixing the liquid with higher Cu2+ concentration 

with the liquid with lower Cu2+ concentration. Owing to the excitation of the micro-scale 

flows, the higher Cu2+ concentration near the side parts was not observed, and the Cu2+ 

concentration distributed more uniformly compared to that under the DC+MF condition, 

as shown in Fig. 2.3(c).  

Figure 2.9 shows the maximum and minimum velocities at the y position of 200 μm 

under the DC+AC+MF condition. Due to the observation of the negative x-direction 

particle motion, the minimum velocity was the negative value. This means that the 

minimum velocity represents the characteristic velocity of the micro-scale flow (the 

anode-insulator micro-scale flow or the local micro-scale flow). The absolute value of the 

minimum velocity increased from 20 s to 40 s and slightly decreased from 40 s to 60 s. 
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On the other hand, because the maximum velocity shown in Fig. 2.9 was much larger 

than the absolute value of the minimum velocity, and the absolute values of the positive 

and negative velocity components of the micro-scale flow should be in the same 

magnitude, the maximum velocity represents the characteristic velocity of the macro-

scale flow. The maximum velocity increased with time, owing to the development of the 

macro-scale flow. Its magnitudes at 20 s were about 1000 μm/s, which was much larger 

than that of about 400 μm/s under the DC+MF condition as shown in Fig. 2.7. In addition, 

the maximum velocity difference between 20 s and 60 s was about 100 μm/s, which is 

smaller than that of about 200 μm/s under the DC+MF condition. These mean that the 

development of the macro-scale flow was enhanced by imposing the AC current. The 

enhancement of the macro-scale flow development might be another reason for the 

suppression of the Cu2+ concentration boundary layer development compared to that 

under the DC+MF condition as shown in Fig. 2.3(c). 
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Fig. 2.9 Maximum and minimum velocities at y position of 200 μm under DC+AC+MF 

condition. 

 

2.4 Conclusions 

To study the concentration boundary layer development in a plane above the solid-

liquid interface under the imposition of the electromagnetic force, fundamental 

experiments were conducted. The following results can be achieved: 

1. By imposing the electromagnetic force without the time-varying component, a 

macro-scale flow in the whole vessel was excited, which suppressed the 

concentration boundary layer development. 

2. By imposing the time-varying electromagnetic force, the development of the 

concentration boundary layer was further suppressed compared to the imposing 

of the electromagnetic force without the time-varying component, and the solute 
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concentration distribution uniformity was enhanced. 

3. The mechanism of the further suppression of the concentration boundary layer 

development by imposing the time-varying electromagnetic force was clarified. 

One of the reasons is the enhancement of the macro-scale flow in the whole vessel. 

The other is the excitation of a micro-scale flow in the vicinity of the solid-liquid 

interface. The micro-scale flow excitation homogenized the solute concentration 

distribution near the solid-liquid interface.                                                                 
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Chapter 3 Local Flow Excitation near Solid-Liquid 

Interface under Superimposition of Uniform Magnetic 

Field and Electrical Current 
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3.1 Introduction 

Chapter 2 studied the concentration boundary layer development in the whole vicinity 

of the anode surface under the electromagnetic force with or without the time-varying 

component. The results found that the time-varying electromagnetic force imposition 

suppressed the concentration boundary layer development compared to that by imposing 

the electromagnetic force without the time-varying component. The reasons were the 

enhancement of the macro-scale flow in the whole vessel and the excitation of the micro-

scale flow near the anode surface by imposing the time-varying electromagnetic force. 

However, the reason why the micro-scale flow was excited is still unknown. In 

addition, an optimization condition for enhancing the solid-liquid chemical reaction 

enhancement has not been found. Therefore, experimental work has been done for the 

clarification of the micro-scale flow excitation mechanism and for optimizing the 

condition for the solid-liquid chemical reaction enhancement in this chapter. 

3.2 Experimental methods 

Figure 3.1(a) shows the bird-eye view of the experimental apparatus. The 

experimental apparatus, the aqueous solution and the definition of the coordinate system 

adopted in this chapter were the same with those adopted in chapter 2. 
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Fig. 3.1 Bird-eye view of experimental apparatus 

 

The experimental conditions and their abbreviations are shown in Table 3.1. Four 

current conditions were adopted in this study. One was a 25 mA DC current. The others 

were modulated currents of the superimposition of the 25 mA DC current and a 2 Hz, 30 

mAp-p AC current; the superimposition of the 25 mA DC current and a 6 Hz, 30 mAp-p 

AC current; and the superimposition of the 25 mA DC current and a 2 Hz, 50 mAp-p AC 

current. The average current intensities of these four current conditions were 25 mA. The 

experimental condition of only the 25 mA DC current imposition was expressed as the 

“DC condition”. The experimental condition of the superimposition of the DC current 

and a uniform magnetic field was expressed as the “DC+MF condition”. The 

experimental conditions of the simultaneous imposition of the uniform magnetic field and 
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the 2 Hz, 30 mAp-p, the 6 Hz, 30 mAp-p or the 2 Hz, 50 mAp-p modulated current were 

expressed as the “2 Hz, 30 mA condition”, the “6 Hz, 30 mA condition”, or the “2 Hz, 50 

mA condition”, respectively. The uniform magnetic field of 0.26 T was in the positive z-

direction, and the magnetic field intensity near the anode was the same with those in 

chapters 2 and 3. The reason for adopting a uniform magnetic field in this chapter was to 

conduct the experiments without a macro-scale flow excitation. The magnetic field 

intensities near the anode and near the cathode were controlled by controlling the relative 

position between the vessel and the electromagnets in the vertical direction, while the 

relative position between the vessel and the electromagnets in the horizontal direction 

was the same with those shown in chapter 2, as shown in Fig. 2.1(b). Compared to those 

in chapter 2, the average current intensities in this study were intensified. This was to 

accelerate the micro-scale flow excitation. 
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 Table 3.1 Experimental conditions 

 

The Cu2+ concentration near the anode surface was evaluated by measuring the 

brightness near the anode surface [3-1 – 3-3]. The brightness measurement method was the 

same to that in chapter 2. Because the shape of the vessel was symmetric, the brightness 

was measured in the x-range of -1 mm to 5 mm and the y-range of 160 μm to 200 μm (one 

pixel in the vertical direction). 

The liquid velocity was measured by using polystyrene particles with a diameter of 

80 μm. The velocity measuring range was from -4 mm to 4 mm in the x-direction and 120 

μm to 280 μm in the y-direction. The relative position between the light source, video 

recorder and the vessel were the same with those adopted in chapter 2, as shown in Fig. 

 
Experimental 

condition 

abbreviation 

DC 

current 

intensity 

(mA) 

AC current 

amplitude 

(mA) 

AC 

current 

frequency 

(Hz) 

Magnetic 

field 

intensity 

near anode 

(T) 

Magnetic 

field 

intensity 

near cathode 

(T) 

1 DC condition 25 0 none 0 0 

2 
DC+MF 

condition 
25 0 none 0.26 0.26 

3 
2 Hz, 30 mA 

condition 
25 30 2 0.26 0.26 

4 
6 Hz, 30 mA 

condition 
25 30 6 0.26 0.26 

5 
2 Hz, 50 mA 

condition 
25 50 2 0.26 0.26 
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2.2. 

3.3 Experimental results and discussions 

3.3.1 Concentration measurement results 

Figure 3.2(a) shows the measured Cu2+ concentration distribution results under the 

DC condition. The average Cu2+ concentration in the x-ranges of -1 mm to 1 mm, 1 mm 

to 3 mm, and 3 mm to 5 mm was measured. For expression convenience, these x-ranges 

were named the x-positions of 0 mm, 2 mm, and 4 mm, respectively. The Cu2+ 

concentration increased with increasing the x-position. This corresponds to the previous 

results [3-3]. Because of the surface area difference between the cathode and the anode, the 

current concentration occurred near the right end of the anode surface [3-4]. That is, the 

current density near the right part was higher than that near the middle part. In addition, 

the concentration difference between 4 mm and 2 mm and between 4 mm and 0 mm 

increased with time. Because of the positive relationship between the electrical 

conductivity and the Cu2+ concentration [3-5, 3-6], the non-uniform current density 

distribution in the x-direction was enhanced. The Cu2+ concentration at 5 s was the minus 

value at 0 mm. The reason might be a slight irregular light reflection on the anode surface, 

even though the anode was polished. Figure 3.2(b) shows the comparison between the 

average Cu2+ concentration measurement results in the x-range of -1 mm to 5 mm and the 
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theoretical Cu2+ concentration under the DC condition. The theoretical Cu2+ concentration 

was calculated at the y-positions of 160 μm and 200 μm. For the theoretical Cu2+ 

concentration calculation, the diffusion phenomenon was simplified as a one-dimensional 

model in the positive y-direction. The boundary condition and the dissolved Cu2+ 

concentration near the anode surface when imposing a current from 0 s are shown in the 

following equations [3-7]: 

𝑐(*+&,-+&) = 𝑐& (3.1) 

𝑐(*+/,-+-) = 𝑐& (3.2) 

2𝐹𝐷(
𝜕𝑐
𝜕𝑦)*+& = 𝐽 (3.3) 

𝑐*,- − 𝑐*,& =
𝐽

2𝐹𝐷 × G2
H𝐷𝑡
𝜋 expM−

𝑦'

4𝐷𝑡O − 𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐(
𝑦

2√𝐷𝑡
)T (3.4) 

Here, c0 is the initial concentration,	D=5.5 × 10#$& m2/s [3-8, 3-9] is the Cu2+ diffusion 

coefficient, F is the Faraday’s constant, J is the current density, t is the time, and y is the 

vertical position respectively. 
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Fig. 3.2 (a) Concentration distribution and (b) comparison between theoretical Cu2+ 

concentration at 160 μm, 200 μm and measured Cu2+ concentration under DC condition in y-

range of 160 μm - 200 μm. 

 

The measured average concentration at 5 s was higher than the theoretical value at 160 

μm and 200 μm. The reason might be the experimental error mentioned above. The 

theoretical and measured concentrations agreed from 10 s to 20 s because the measured 

average concentration was between the theoretical concentration calculation results at 160 

μm and 200 μm. The concentration difference between the measured value and the 

theoretical value at 160 μm increased, and the difference between the measured value and 

the theoretical value at 200 μm decreased from 10 s to 20 s. This is attributed to the fact 

that the Cu2+ concentration is inversely related to the Cu2+ diffusion coefficient [3-5, 3-6], 

while the diffusion coefficient was constant in the theoretical calculation. 

3.3.2 Velocity measurement results and liquid flow pattern observation results 
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A micro-scale flow was excited near the anode surface, and the macro-scale flow in 

the whole vessel was not excited except for the DC condition. Figure 3.3 shows the 

maximum velocity and the minimum velocity measurement results under the DC + MF 

condition. The maximum velocity and the absolute value of the minimum velocity were 

very close. Both of the velocities increased with time, while the increase rate became 

smaller. These indicate that the flow developed with time, and gradually approached the 

steady state. 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 Velocity measurement results under DC+MF condition in x-range of -4 mm to 4 

mm and y-range of 120 μm to 280 μm. 

 

Because the magnitudes of the two velocities were essentially the same under the 
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experimental conditions with the uniform magnetic field imposition, only the maximum 

velocity measurement results under these experimental conditions are shown in Figure 

3.4. The maximum velocity under the experimental conditions with the modulated current 

imposition was larger than that under the DC+MF condition. This means that by 

superimposing the modulated current with the uniform magnetic field, the micro-scale 

flow excitation was enhanced compared to that under the DC+MF condition. Similar to 

that under the DC+MF condition, the flow gradually approached the steady state under 

the experimental conditions with the modulated current imposition. The higher maximum 

velocity under the 2 Hz, 30 mA condition compared to that under the 6 Hz, 30 mA 

condition indicates that by decreasing the modulated current frequency, the micro-scale 

flow excitation was enhanced. On the other hand, the maximum velocity under the 2 Hz, 

50 mA condition was larger than that under the 2 Hz, 30 mA condition. This means that 

by increasing the modulated current amplitude, the micro-scale flow excitation was 

enhanced. 
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Fig. 3.4 Maximum velocity measurement results in x-range of -4 mm to 4 mm and y-range of 

120 μm to 280 μm.. 

 

The liquid flow pattern under the DC+MF condition is shown in Fig. 3.5. The micro-

scale flow was essentially parallel to the anode surface and was observed just above the 

anode surface. The flow in the center of the z-direction was in the positive x-direction, 

while it was in the negative x-direction near the front and back walls. 
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Fig. 3.5 Liquid flow pattern under DC+MF condition from 5 s to 20 s in the y-range of 120 

μm to 280 μm. 

 

Figure 3.6 shows the liquid flow patterns under the 2 Hz, 30 mA condition and the 6 

Hz, 30 mA condition. The liquid flow patterns under these two conditions were essentially 

the same within 20 s, and the flow region expanded with time. The micro-scale flow was 

observed above the anode surface at the initial stage, as shown in Figure 3.6(a). It first 

expanded to above the upper part of the left-side insulator, as shown in Figure 3.6(b), and 

it expanded to above the upper part of the right-side insulator at around 20 s, as shown in 

Figure 3.6(c). The reason for the essentially same flow region under these two conditions, 

while the maximum velocities were different might be the limitation of the experimental 

time. The flow regions under these two conditions were larger than those under the 

DC+MF condition shown in Figure 3.5. This corresponds to the results that the maximum 

velocities under the 2 Hz, 30 mA condition and the 6 Hz, 30 mA condition were larger 
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than those under the DC+MF condition. 

 

 

Fig. 3.6 Liquid flow pattern under 2 Hz, 30 mA and 6 Hz, 30 mA conditions (a) at the initial 

stage, and (b) and (c) with time development in the y-range of 120 μm to 280 μm. 

 

The liquid flow pattern under the 2 Hz, 50 mA condition was different from those 

under the DC+MF condition, the 2 Hz, 30 mA condition, and the 6 Hz, 30 mA condition, 

as shown in Figure 3.7. The micro-scale flow was observed not only just above the anode 

surface but also above the left and right sides’ insulators from the initial stage. The largest 

flow region under the 2 Hz, 50 mA condition corresponds to its largest maximum velocity 

among all the experimental conditions with the uniform magnetic field imposition, as 
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shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

 

Fig. 3.7 Liquid flow pattern under 2 Hz, 50 mA condition from 5 s to 20 s in the y-range of 

120 μm to 280 μm. 

 

Figure 3.8 shows the mechanism of the micro-scale flow excitation. Because the 

surface area of the cathode was two times larger than that of the anode, the current 

concentration took place near the left and right parts of the anode’s surface [3-4]. The 

current directions near the left and right parts of the anode surface were not perpendicular 

to the anode surface, as shown by the dashed arrows in Figure 3.8(a). Thus, the 

electromagnetic force directions were oblique upward, parallel, and oblique downward to 

the anode surface near the left, middle, and right parts, respectively. Near the left part of 

the anode surface, the upward component of the electromagnetic force led to an upward 
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motion of liquid with a large Cu2+ concentration around the center in the z-direction 

because the upward liquid motion near the front and back walls was suppressed due to 

the friction, as shown in Figure 3.8(b). Therefore, the non-uniform Cu2+ concentration 

distribution took place in the z-direction, in which the Cu2+ concentration near the front 

and back walls was lower than that around the center in the z-direction, as shown in Figure 

3.8(c). Because of the positive relationship between the Cu2+ concentration and the 

electrical conductivity, the horizontal component of the electromagnetic force around the 

center in the z-direction was larger than that near the front and back walls, as shown in 

Figure 3.8(d), and this force difference increased with time. The electromagnetic force 

difference in the z-direction was the driving force for the micro-scale flow excitation. The 

time increase of this force difference was the reason for the development of the micro-

scale flow, as shown in Figure 3.4. Because of the larger horizontal component of the 

electromagnetic force around the center in the z-direction, the micro-scale flow direction 

around the center in the z-direction was the positive x-direction, and its direction near the 

front and back walls was the negative x-direction, as shown in Figures 3.5-3.7. On the 

other hand, because the micro-scale flow originated from the left part of the anode surface, 

the flow region expanded towards the left at first, and then it expanded towards the right, 

as shown in Figure 3.6.  
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During the large current half-period of the modulated current, the non-uniform Cu2+ 

concentration distribution in the z-direction, as shown in Figure 3.8(c), was enhanced 

under the experimental conditions with the modulated current imposition than that under 

the DC+MF condition. Furthermore, the positive relationship between the Cu2+ 

concentration and the electrical conductivity accelerated a further non-uniformity of the 

Cu2+ concentration distribution in the z-direction. During the small current half-period 

under the experimental conditions with the modulated current imposition, the larger Cu2+ 

concentration around the center in the z-direction remained because of the large electrical 

conductivity difference around the center and near the walls. Therefore, the driving force 

for the micro-scale flow excitation under the experimental conditions with the modulated 

current imposition was enhanced compared to that under the DC+MF condition. Thus, 

the expansion of the micro-scale flow region and the larger maximum velocity were 

observed under these experimental conditions in comparison with those under the 

DC+MF condition, even though the average current intensities were the same, as shown 

in Figures 3.4-3.7. The reason for the increase in modulated current frequency leading to 

the decrease in maximum velocity was not clarified. This will be investigated in future 

work. In addition, by increasing the modulated current amplitude, the driving force for 

the micro-scale flow excitation was further enhanced. Thus, the largest flow region and 
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the largest maximum velocity were observed under the 2 Hz, 50 mA condition from the 

initial stage among all the experimental conditions with the uniform magnetic field 

imposition. 

 

 

Fig. 3.8 Schematics of (a) current and electromagnetic force distributions, (b) right side view 

of upward liquid motion near the left side, (c) concentration distribution in z-direction and (d) 

electromagnetic force horizontal component distribution near left part. 

 

3.4 Conclusions 
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To investigate the mechanism of a micro-scale flow excitation, the liquid flow pattern 

observation and its velocity measurement near the anode surface were conducted under 

the superimposition of a uniform magnetic field with a DC current or a modulated current. 

The following conclusions were obtained: 

1. Only the micro-scale flow was observed near the anode surface under the 

experimental conditions with the current and the uniform magnetic field 

superimposition. 

2. By superimposing the modulated current with the uniform magnetic field, the micro-

scale flow excitation was enhanced compared to that under the superimposition of the 

DC current and the uniform magnetic field. 

3. The decrease in modulated current frequency or the increase in modulated current 

amplitude enhanced the micro-scale flow excitation. 

4. The mechanism of micro-scale flow excitation was clarified. That is, the driving force 

for the micro-scale flow excitation was the non-uniform electromagnetic force 

distribution in the z-direction caused by the non-uniform current distribution and the 

positive relationship between the Cu2+ concentration and the electrical conductivity. 
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Chapter 4 General Conclusions 
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To efficiently enhance the solid-liquid chemical reaction, a new method of direct flow 

excitation in the concentration boundary layer by imposing an electromagnetic force was 

proposed. The previous study regarding the proposed method found that the concentration 

boundary layer development was suppressed by imposing a time-varying electromagnetic 

force compared to that by imposing the electromagnetic force without the time-varying 

component at a point above the solid-liquid interface. However, because the solid-liquid 

interface in industrial processes is usually a plane, the result evaluated at one point is not 

enough to optimize the condition for enhancing the solid-liquid chemical reaction, and 

the clarification of whether the concentration boundary layer development could be 

suppressed or not in a plane above the whole solid-liquid interface is required. Therefore, 

the objectives of this research were:  

(1) To study the concentration boundary layer development in a plane above the 

whole solid-liquid interface under the imposition of the electromagnetic force. 

(2) To study the mechanism of the time-varying electromagnetic force on suppressing 

the concentration boundary layer development. 

(3) To optimize the condition of the solid-liquid chemical reaction enhancement by 

controlling the operating parameters of the electromagnetic force. 

The findings of this research are as follows: 
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Chapter 2 studied the concentration boundary layer development in a plane above the 

whole solid-liquid interface by evaluating the time variation of the solute concentration 

under the imposition of the electromagnetic force. The results found that by imposing the 

time-varying electromagnetic force, the concentration boundary layer development in the 

whole vicinity of the solid-liquid interface was suppressed compared to that by imposing 

the electromagnetic force without the time-varying component, and the solute 

concentration distribution was uniform. The reasons were that by imposing the time-

varying electromagnetic force, the development of a macro-scale flow in the whole vessel 

was enhanced compared to that by imposing the electromagnetic force without the time-

varying component, and a micro-scale flow was excited near the solid-liquid interface.  

Chapter 3 investigated the mechanism of the time-varying electromagnetic force 

imposition on suppressing the concentration boundary layer development by studying the 

reason for the micro-scale flow excitation, and this chapter optimized the condition of the 

solid-liquid chemical reaction enhancement by controlling the frequency and the 

amplitude of the time-varying electromagnetic force. The reason for the micro-scale flow 

excitation was the non-uniform distributed electromagnetic force caused by the non-

uniformed current distribution near the anode surface and the positive relationship 

between the solute concentration and the electrical conductivity. By superimposing the 
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modulated current with the uniform magnetic field, the micro-scale flow excitation was 

enhanced compared to that by superimposing the DC current with the uniform magnetic 

field. The decrease of the modulated current frequency or the increase of the modulated 

current amplitude further enhanced the micro-scale flow excitation. 

In conclusion, this research found that the time-varying electromagnetic force 

imposition is useful for enhancing mass transfer. Compared to the traditional method of 

mass transfer enhancement by force imposition in the bulk region of a liquid, the force is 

directly imposed in the concentration boundary layer, which suppresses its development 

effectively. On the other hand, the time-varying electromagnetic force imposition 

enhanced the flow development compared to that by imposing the electromagnetic force 

without the time-varying component in both the macro-scale and the micro-scale flow. 

Furthermore, this research found that by controlling the frequency or the amplitude of the 

time-varying electromagnetic force, the flow pattern near the solid-liquid interface can be 

controlled. Therefore, the control of the concentration boundary layer development to 

optimize the condition of solid-liquid chemical reaction enhancement in industrial 

applications by controlling the time-varying electromagnetic force is expected. 
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